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Abstract 
Woeginger, G.J., On-line scheduling of jobs with fixed start and end times, Theoretical Computer 
Science 130 (1994) 5516. 
We investigate an on-line scheduling problem on a single machine where jobs have fixed start and 
end times. If a job is not processed immediately after its arrival or if its processing is aborted, the job 
is lost. The goal is to maximize the total value of all processed jobs. In general, this problem does not 
allow on-line approximations with finite worst case guarantee. 
We give an approximation algorithm with worst case ratio four for large classes of special 
instances, and we also prove that the factor four is best possible. One of our classes contains the 
instances where the job values are proportional to the job lengths. 
1. Introduction 
Problem statement. In this note, we discuss the problem of scheduling a set 
J=(Jr,&,... } of jobs on-line on a single machine. Associated with each job Ji is 
a processing time (or length) pi =p(Ji) and a positive ualue vi = v(Ji). The jobs are not 
known a priori: Job Ji arrives at time ti and demands pi time units of machine time; 
pi and Ui become known only at the moment of arrival. If a job is not served 
immediately or if its processing is interrupted, it is lost. Hence, processing of job Ji can 
be done only during the time interval [ti, ti+pi]. The machine may process at most 
one job at a time, but it may interrupt the processing in order to start a new job 
without setup time. 
Our problem On-line Scheduling of Zntervals (OS) consists in assigning the jobs as 
they arrive to the machine such that the total value of all processed (and not 
interrupted) jobs is maximized. 
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Related work. Faigle and Nawijn [4] consider the case of jobs with unit-values on 
m machines. They give an on-line algorithm that always constructs the optimum 
solution. Arkin and Silverberg [l] derive a fast polynomial algorithm for the corres- 
ponding off-line problem on m machines. 
Our results. For arbitrary job values Go, it is easily seen that Osr does not allow an 
on-line approximation algorithm with finite worst case ratio (cf. Section 4). However, 
if there is some special connection between the job values and the job lengths, a finite 
worst case ratio is possible. More specifically, we call a function f: R,’ --f rWl C- 
benevolent if it fulfills conditions (CO), (C 1) and (C2) and we call .f‘ D-benevolent if it 
fulfills conditions (DO) and (Dl). A function is benevolent, if it is C-benevolent or 
D-benevolent. 
(CO) f(0) = 0 and .f‘( p) > 0 for all p > 0 
(Cl) O<EdP, GP2 ~f(P1)+.f(pz)df(P1 -E)+.mJ2+4 
(C2) f(p) is strictly increasing and continuous for p>O 
(DO) f(0) = 0 and ,f( p) > 0 for all p > 0 
(Dl) O<P, <PZ *~(PI)~~(Pz). 
Conditions (CO) and (DO) assign value zero to jobs of length zero. Condition (Cl) is 
just another definition of convexity (in the range of p > 0). A convex function is always 
continuous; setting p1 =E in (Cl) we see that fis strictly increasing. Hence, condition 
(C2) is a consequence of (CO) and (Cl) and just stated for reasons of clarity. Condition 
(Dl) means thatfis monotonically decreasing. (With these explanations it should be 
clear that C-benevolent stands for conoex-benevolent, and D-benevolent stands for 
decreasing-benevolent.) 
We call an instance of OSI an jlrelated instance, if for all jobs in the instance Ui =,f( pi) 
holds. An instance is beneuolent or f-benevolent, if it isf-related for some benevolent 
functionj: We will present a simple on-line heuristic that produces a schedule with 
value at least one fourth of the optimum schedule’s value for benevolent instances. 
Moreover, we will prove that there exists no on-line approximation algorithm with 
better worst case guarantee on benevolent instances. Matching upper and lower 
bounds is a rare situation in the theory of on-line algorithms. Usually there is 
a considerable gap, e.g. in on-line bin packing [S], on-line graph coloring [7], solving 
server problems [8] or partitioning a partial order into chains 161. 
Organization ofthe paper. Section 2 gives some definitions and recalls the result for 
unit job values. Section 3 presents the algorithm for benevolent OsI-instances and 
gives its worst case analysis. Section 4 shows that for arbitrary job values an on-line 
approximation algorithm with finite worst case ratio does not exist. Moreover, it is 
proved that even for benevolvent instances no on-line algorithm can have a worst case 
ratio smaller than four. Section 5 treats several special cases that fit into our 
framework (e.g. instances of OSI where all jobs have equal length but arbitrary values). 
Section 6 finishes with the discussion. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Without loss of generality we assume that ti d tz d ... holds. We say that two jobs 
collide or intersect, if the interiors of their corresponding time intervals have a point in 
common. In an on-line constructed schedule, there are three types of jobs: Completed 
jobs Ji that were processed from ti to ti+Pi, aborted jobs that were started but 
interrupted later on and rejected jobs that were not even started. By V*(J) we denote 
the overall job value in some optimum (off-line) schedule for J, and by VH(J) we 
denote the corresponding value produced by heuristic H. The quality of a heuristic 
H is measured by its worst case ratio 
RH=limsup{V*(J)/VH(J): J is a list ofjobs}. (1) 
Proposition 2.1 (Faigle and Nawijn [4]). There exists an on-line algorithm that 
constructs a schedule with optimum value in case all jobs have unit-value. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the following algorithm yields an optimum schedule: Let 
Ji be a new job that just arrived and let Jj be the job that is currently processed (in case 
it exists). If ti + pi < tj + pj holds or if the machine is idle then process Ji, and otherwise 
reject it. 0 
3. The heuristic 
In this section, we introduce a simple on-line heuristic, called HEU. We will prove 
that HEU has worst case ratio at most four on benevolent instances of OSI. 
Let Jk be a new job that arrives at the current time tk, and let J, denote the currently 
processed job (in case it exists). Our heuristic HEU is easy to describe: 
HEU processes job Jk (and possibly interrupts job J, thereby) 
(Pl) if the machine is idle at time tk, or 
(P2) if vk is more than twice the value of J,, or 
(P3) if [tk, tk +pk] c [tc, t,+p,] and Vk& holds. 
Otherwise, HEU rejects Jk. 
We observe that for the analysis of HEU with benevolent instances, we may assume 
that HEU never branches into (P3): Iffis C-benevolent, it is strictly increasing by (C2), 
and [tk, tk + pk] c [tc, tc +p,] implies uk < UC. Iffis D-benevolent, then it fulfills (Dl) 
and [tk, tk + pk. c [tc, t, + pc] implies ok b u,. But then an on-line algorithm can always 
terminate J, in favour of Jk, and obviously there exists an optimum schedule that does 
not process J,. Hence, J, is a “useless” job and we may as well remove it from the job 
set. From now on, we will only deal with benevolent instances where HEU never 
branches into (P3). 
In order to analyze HEU, we need some more definitions concerning those jobs 
J;, . . . . Jb that are processed and completed by HEU. The predecessor chain of Jb is the 
maximal list of jobs PO = J;, PI, , Ppckb such that Pi, 1 <i<p(k), was partially 
processed by HELJ, and later on interrupted and lost as Pi-l arrived. Since the 
predecessor chain is maximal, no other job was aborted as P,,k, arrived. The successor 
S of .I; is the job with maximum Ti + pi among all jobs that have been rejected as they 
collided with J; and as their value did not exceed twice the value of Jk. (Note that 
a successor need not exist; in this case we create a new job of length zero and value 
zero as new successor job). Finally, we define the range r(J;) to be the time interval 
covered by the successor of J; and by the predecessor chain of J;. 
Observation 3.1. Consider two ranges r, =r(J;) and rz =r(J;+ 1) helonging to two 
consecutitie jobs in the heuristic, schedule. If’there is u gap between r, and rz (i.e. r, and 
r2 do not intersect), tllell no intercal [ti, ti + pi]. I <i < n, intersects this yap. 
Proof. We suppose the contrary and distinguish two cases, both leading to a contra- 
diction. 
Case 1: Ji does not collide with J;. In this case the machine was idle as Ji arrived. 
Hence, HEU would have started to process Ji and would have interrupted its process- 
ing later on as another job arrived. Then J; would belong to the predecessor chain of 
J;+ 1. 
Case 2: Ji collides with J;. In this case, ti+Pi must lie within the gap, and J, would 
be the successor of J;; another contradiction. C 
Theorem 3.2. Heuristic HEU has worst cuw rutio at mostfbur or~flhenrrolent instances 
with C-heneuo1entfinction.f Its running time is linear in the number qfjohs. 
Proof. We consider some fixed range r=r(J;) and denote by I) the value of J;. We 
define a point set within r that contains both endpoints of r, the right endpoint of 
PO = J; and the arrival times of P,,, . , Pp,k,. We call these points a,,, , upckj+ z, sorted 
downward from right to left; see Fig. 1 for an illustration. 
By the definition of the heuristic we know that C(Pi) < c/2’ for 0 < i < p(k). Moreover, 
the value of the successor is at most 217. This implies that the value of any job in 
J whose interval covers the point Ui, is at most 2’-’ ~1 for I <i < p(k): For i > 2,~~ is the 
start time ofjob Pi_2. If there was a job with value higher than 22-‘r’>t:(Pi_2), then 
Pi_, would not have been processed. For i= 1 the claim holds since the processing of 
job PO was not aborted as the successor job arrived. Next, we will show that under this 
condition uny set of pairwise disjoint intervals in r has total value less than 4~. 
Suppose the contrary and let IO, .., I, denote a finite set of pairwise disjoint 
intervals in r, with values determined according tof; ordered from right down to left, 
and with total value at least 4r. First, we may assume that lo, . . . . I, cover the whole 
interval r. (By condition (C2), functionf’is increasing, and thus enlarging some of the 
intervals rj such that they cover all of r cannot decrease their overall value.) Secondly, 
we may assume that every interval Zj covers at least one of the points a;. (Otherwise, 
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Fig. 1. The range r(J;) with its predecessor chain and successor. 
we could merge it with one of its neighboring intervals. Condition (Cl) ensures that 
the overall value does not decrease.) Finally, the fact derived in the preceding 
paragraph implies that the total value of all the I; is less than EC, 22-iv=4~, the 
desired contradiction. 
Summarizing, for each range r(J;), the heuristic HEU processes a job with value at 
least one fourth of the maximum possible overall value on this range. Since by 
Observation 3.1 outside of the ranges no job can be processed, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 0 
Remark 3.3. Assume, we change the heuristic HEU to accept Jk if and only if its value 
is more than z-times the value of the currently processed job. Then an analysis 
analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 3.2 yields a worst case ratio of T*/(T- 1). 
Since this expression takes its minimum for z = 2, HEU is the champion of this type of 
heuristics. 
Now we turn to f-benevolent instances with D-benevolent function JY 
Theorem 3.4. Heuristic HEU has worst case ratio at most four on f-benevolent instances 
of Osr where the function f is D-benevolent. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the preceding theorem. First, recall that we 
may assume that HEU never branches into (P3), or in other words that no job interval 
contains another job interval. Again we consider some fixed range r = r( J;), and again 
we define the points ao, , . . , apCkj+ 2 such that the value of any job in J whose interval 
covers point Ui, is at most 2’-‘u for 1 didp(k). 
The crucial observation is that there exists no job Jj in J whose interval is covered 
by r but does not contain any of the points ai with 1 <i<p(k)+ 1: suppose there was 
such a job between some ai+r and a,. Then its interval is contained in one of the 
intervals in the predecessor chain or in the successor’s interval, contradicting the 
above assumption. 
Hence, in any set of pairwise not intersecting intervals in r, every interval contains 
at least one ui and consequently, the total value of the invervals is less than 
IF= I 22-izl=4t’. This completes the proof. 0 
4. Lower bounds 
In this section, we prove three lower bounds on the worst case ratios of on-line 
approximation algorithms for OSI. First, we prove that in general OS does not allow 
approximations with finite worst case ratio. Then we prove that for no fixed C- 
benevolent functionf; there can exist an on-line heuristic with worst case ratio smaller 
than four. Finally, we give a lower bound of three for the worst case ratio on any class 
of instances where all numbers in rW,+ may appear as job values. 
Lemma 4.1. There does not exist an on-line approximation algorithm withjnite worst 
case ratio for ,f-related instances with f (x) = xd for any 0 <d < 1. 
Proof. Let M be a large integer and consider the following list L of jobs. Jo arrives at 
time 0, has length M”d and value M. The small jobs Ji, 1 < i < Mild, arrive at times 
ti = i - 1 and they all have length 1 and value 1. Note that all small jobs collide with Jo. 
Now consider an arbitrary on-line heuristic H receiving the jobs one by one. In case 
H only processes job Jo, the gained value VH(L) is M, whereas the optimum schedule 
with V*(L) = M ‘Id processes all small jobs. In case H ever interrupts the processing of 
Jo and changes to some small job Jk, no other small jobs are offered to it. Then 
VH(Lk)= 1 and V*(Lk)= M holds, where Lk denotes the list J,,, . ., Jk. In both cases, 
holds. As M tends to infinity, the righthand side tends to infinity for every O<d < 1. 
This proves the claim. E 
Proposition 4.2 (Baeza-Yates et al. [2]). Let (ai), I be an infinite strictly increasing 
sequence of positive numbers and let E > 0. Then there exists an integer n such that the 
inequality 
( 
2 i Ui+&-l (2) 
i=l 
is fulfilled. 
Lemma 4.3. For 2 < CI < 4, let S(U) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers 
<VI? v2, . ) fulfilling the inequality 
Vi+*<(cI-l)Vi+l- C Uj (3) 
j=l 
for every i 3 0. Then S(U) is finite. 
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Proof. Let a =4 - 42 and suppose there exists an infinite S(a) with the above proper- 
ties. Then inequality (3) is equivalent to ($1: Uj)/Ui+ 1 <a for all ia0. Multiplying by 
two and adding one yields 
( 
i+2 
2 1 uj+“i+l 
)I 
Ui+1<2U+1=9-& 
j=l 
for all i>O which contradicts the statement of Proposition 4.2. Hence, S(a) must be 
finite. 
For a = 4, the infinite sequence oi = 2’ meets all inequalities. Hence, the statement of 
the lemma is best possible. Cl 
Lemma 4.3 is the main tool in our lower bound argument forf-related instances 
wheref fulfills (CO)-(C2). By condition (C2), f is continuous and increasing, and by 
conditions (CO) and (Cl), f(x) tends to infinity if x tends to infinity. We will only 
exploit these three properties off. 
Definition oJ job sets. We start with defining job sets SET(IJ, 6, d, 6) = (K,, . . . , K4} 
with the following three properties: 
l The values u(Ki) fulfill u(K,)= v_, u(K,)=G, and u(Ki)<u(Ki+l)<u(Ki)+6 for 
161‘64-1. 
l The time intervals [kf, kf] of the jobs Ki in SET fulfill 
O<k:<k:< ... <k;<d<k;<k;< ... <k;. 
Since all jobs cover a common time point between ki and k;, they pairwise collide 
with each other. 
Let us define p = inf,, of(x). Then for every ,u < o_ 6 17 and d, 6 > 0, such a finite job 
set SET(~, 6, d, 6) indeed exists: 
Define numbers Zi with z1 = g, zq = 6, and zi < zi+ 1 < zi + 6 for 1~ i < q - 1. Compute 
numbers ei with f(8i) = zi, 1~ i<q. The numbers ei exist since f is continuous and 
tends to infinity; as f is increasing, ei < ei + 1 holds for 1 < i < q - 1. Finally, define 
d’=,<yjg, {fi+l-~i,~l,d} . . 
and kf =d'/(q+ 1) and kl= k{+fi. It is straightforward to check that the correspond- 
ing job set possesses all required properties. 
The adversary strategy. Now let O<E< 1 be an arbitrary real. We will introduce 
a list L(E) of jobs and an adversary A that forces every on-line heuristic H to behave 
poorly on L(E) or on some prefix of L(E) and to have a worst case ratio of at least 4 -E. 
The adversary A proceeds in several steps. In every step, some SET(*, *, *, *) is fed to 
H; the exact structure of SET( *, *, *, *) depends on the behaviour of the heuristic 
H during the preceding steps. After a finite number of steps, the solution constructed 
by H will be a factor of approximately a = 4 - &/2 away from the optimum solution. 
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We will use some very small number 6 c&/4 and numbers 6i=S/2’ such that 
x1?, 6i < 6. This exact value of 6 will be determined later. 
In the first step, A presents SET(~,C+, I, 6) to H. Since all jobs pairwise collide with 
each other, H can process at most one of these jobs. If it processes the smallest job 
(with value p), no more jobs are offered to it. It produced a schedule with value 
p whereas value XII would have been possible. Otherwise, it chooses some job J1 with 
value ul. The job that started just before J1 and has value at least G’~ -6 is called J;. 
Let d, denote the difference between the completion times of J1 and J;. Moreover, 
define w1 =(u- 1)~~. 
In the second step, H receives a shifted copy of the job set SET( ul, wl, dl, 6,). The 
shift is done in such a way that all jobs start after the completion time of J; but before 
the completion time of J1; hence, all new jobs collide with J1 and none of them 
collides with J; . The schedule that processes J; together with the new job of value w1 
has total value approximately NIV~ (for 6 sufficiently small). If H does not interrupt the 
processing of J1, it loses and no more jobs are presented to it. Hence, it must switch to 
one of the new jobs. If it would choose the smallest job with value zjl, it would lose 
again. Let J2 denote the new job processed by H, u2 its value, let J’, be the new job 
which starts just before J2 and which has value at least u2 -6,. Denote the difference 
of the completion times of J2 and J; by dz, define wz =(c( - l)uz - u, and go on to the 
next step where a shifted copy of SET( uz, w2, dz, 6,) is fed to H. 
This is repeated over and over again. In Step (i + l), there always exists a ‘valuable’ 
schedule that processes the jobs J; , . . , J) together with the most valuable new job of 
value wi. The value of this schedule equals ~ui-~~=, ~5~. For 6 sufficiently small, it 
follows that in case H does not interrupt Ji or in case H interrupts Ji in favour of the 
smallest new job with value Ui, it loses the game since it is approximately a away from 
the optimum. Thus, H is always forced to interrupt job Ji in favour of some new job 
Ji+, with value Q+ Ir and we can define an appropriate neighbor job J:+ 1 with value 
at least Ui+ 1 -6,. Then the adversary determines the number Wi+l according to the 
equation 
1 
Wi+ 1 =max 
i 
(SI- l)Ci+l - c z“J’L’,+l 
j=l 
) 
and gives a shifted copy of SET(U,+ 1, wi+ I, di + 1, di + 1) to the heuristic H in Step (i + 2). 
The shift is always done in such a way that all new jobs collide with Ji+ 1 but not with 
Ji+l. 
In the beginning, in the right-hand side of equation (4), the term with the sum will 
dominate the term Ui + 1, and the sequences vi and wi will fulfill the relations 
Ui+l <“i+2 <Wi+l=(OC-l)Ui+l- C Vj. 
j= 1 
However, this cannot go on forever. By Lemma 4.3, after a finite number of steps the 
number ui+ 2 must be greater than the corresponding sum term (a- l)Ui+ 1 -C:= 1 Uj, 
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and Wi+2=Vi+2 must hold. In the following final Step (i+3), the job set 
SET(Vi+2,Ui+2, di+z,Si+z) with a single new job Ji+3 of value ri+3=Wi+2=Ui+2 is 
presented to H. The new job together with J;, . . , Ji+2 yields a schedule with overall 
value of at least 
i+2 i+l i+2 
Wi+2+ C (Uj-~j-~)3(a-1)ui+2- 1 uj+ C uj-2s 
j=l j=l j=l 
=UVi+2 -263(4-&)Vi+z. (5) 
The second inequality in (5) holds, if 6 is less than EUi + 214 which can be reached e.g. by 
choosing 6 less than p&/4. Now H is in a difficult situation: It can either go on 
processing Ji + 2 with value Vi+ 2 (and lose) or it can interrupt Ji+ 2 in favour of the new 
job that also has value u~+~ (and lose). No matter how it reacts, it will lose the game 
against the adversary by a factor of at least 4--E. 
Summarizing, the above arguments yield the following theorem and corollary. 
Theorem 4.4. Let f be any continuous, strictly increasing function that tends to infinity; 
let -af denote the set of all f-related instances of OX. 
Then for no O< E, there exists an on-line heuristic H with worst case ratio 4- 6 for all 
instances in .Yf. 
Corollary 4.5. Let f be any C-benevolent function, and let Xf denote the set of all 
f-related instances of 0%. 
Then for no 0 <E, there exists an on-line heuristic H with worst case ratio 4 -E for ail 
instances in Yf. 
For D-benevolent functions, there does not exist a result analogous to Corollary 4.5: 
Example 4.6. Let f(x) be a D-benevolent function that decreases for x > 0 from value 
three (near x=0) down to value one (as x tends to infinity) and that is zero at x =O. 
Fix some f-related instance J of OS. Let n denote the number of jobs processed by 
some optimum schedule. Hence, V*( J)63n holds. If we apply the on-line algorithm 
of Faigle and Nawijn (see Proposition 2.1) to J, we find a schedule that processes as 
many jobs as possible. Hence, it processes at least n jobs, and vH(J)3n holds. 
Obviously, the worst case ratio of this heuristic is at most three on the class of all 
f-related instances. 
However, we can prove a lower bound for a rather general class of f-related 
instances: Iff is surjective onto R z, we will show a lower bound of three for the worst 
case guarantee of any on-line algorithm. We start with the following lemma that is 
a kind of reverse of the statement in Lemma 4.3. 
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Lemma 4.7. For each b, 2~8~ 3, there exists a jinite increasing sequence T(b) of 
positive numbers (sl, s2, . . _ , sk + 1 ) such that 
(i) si~si+1foY l<i<k; 
(ii) s1 = 1, s2=p and sk=sk+I; 
(iii) for i=2,...,k, psi<si+1+~~I~sj holds. 
Proof. We define an infinite sequence C(b) by setting ci= 1, c2=/3 and 
ci+2- -(of l)(Ci+ 1- cJ, for i > 1. Its associated quotient sequence qi is defined by 
Ci+ 1 =qici, for i3 1. First, we show that there exists at least one index i with qi< 1. 
Suppose that, in the contrary, qi > 1 holds for all i. Then the definition of the Ci and qi 
together with fl< 3 yields 
Now the qi are decreasing and bounded from below by 1. Hence, they must converge 
to a real root of x2 -(fi+ 1)x + b+ 1 =O. For fl< 3, this equation does not possess 
a real root. 
Summarizing, C(b) is not an increasing sequence. Let k be the smallest integer 
fulfilling ck+ 1 <c,. Then it is easily checked that si= ci for 1< i< k together with 
sk + 1 = sk gives the desired sequence T(p). 0 
Theorem 4.8. Let f be any function that is surjective onto Ri, and let Yf denote the set of 
all f-related instances of OX. 
Then for no 0 < E, there exists an on-line heuristic H with worst case ratio 3 - E for all 
instances in Jf. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Set p= 3 -e/2 and consider the sequence 
T(B)= (~1, s 2, . , Sk + 1 ) that exists by Lemma 4.7. Fix numbers pi =f- l(Si) (if f- ’ (Si) 
is not unique, take any number in the set f-‘(si)). 
We introduce a job list L consisting of two types of jobs. First, we have jobs Ji, 
1 <id k, that arrive at times ti =Ci, k pj and have lengths pi. Secondly, we have jobs 
Jj, 2<i< k+ 1, that also have lengths pi and arrive at times ti-ii6, where 6 is some 
very small positive real. Note that every J; overlaps with the preceding .J- 1 and with 
the following J:+ 1 on a time interval of length 6, but collides with no other J>. 
Similar as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, one can check that a heuristic with worst 
case ratio 3 -a must always interrupt Ji in order to process J; + 1. The optimum 
schedule processes jobs J, , J2, . , Ji _ 1, Ji + 1. Finally, as job Jk + 1 arrives, the heuris- 
tic processes a job with value sk whereas the optimum schedule has value at least 
(3--F)&. q 
5. Special cases 
In this section we discuss several special instance classes of OSI that can be solved to 
optimality (i.e. with optimal worst case ratio) by our method. 
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Corollary 5.1. For f-related instances of OSI with f(x) = xd and d 2 0, the value of the 
optimum schedule 
(i) can be calculated exactly by an on-line aigor~thm, zf d = 0, 
(ii) cannot be approximated with finite worst case guarantee, if 0 <d < 1, and 
(iii) can be approximated with a best possible worst case guarantee four, if d > 1. 
Proof. Claim (if follows from Proposition 2.1, and claim (ii) follows from Lemma 4.1. 
Theorem 3.2 yields the upper bound in (iii), sincef(x) = x* with d 2 1 is C-benevolent. 
Finally, the matching lower bound follows from Corollary 4.5. C 
Corollary 5.2. For instances of C&I where the job lengths pi are constant but the job 
values vi are arbitrary positive reals, the value of the optimum schedule can be approxim- 
ated on-line within a factor offour. This result is best possible. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.4 still works in 
this special case. Hence, the claimed approximation algorithm exists. 
To see the lower bound, we observe that instances of the given type allow job sets 
SET@, 5, d, 6) as defined in Section 4, for arbitrary numbers g, v,d and 6. Conse- 
quently, the construction as explained in Section 4 works for this case as well. tl 
6. Discussion 
We investigated an on-line scheduling problem, called 0% on a single machine 
with fixed start and end times for the jobs. For a special class of instances where the 
job lengths are related to the job values by a convex increasing function, we derived an 
approximation algorithm HEU with worst case guarantee four and we proved that 
this factor four also is best possible. Moreover, our algorithm also works for several 
other instance classes. 
Although our heuristic HEU is best possible with respect o worst case behaviour, 
computational experiments indicate that it does not work well in the average case (in 
our experiments we considered job sets with viEpi, i.e. x-related instances). The 
reason for this is that HEU has a rather insensitive way of interrupting partially 
processed jobs in the favour of more valuable newly arrived jobs. Other heuristics that 
do not interrupt almost completed jobs (or interrupt almost completed jobs with some 
probability depending on the degree of completion and on the relative job values) 
behave much better. 
We leave it as major open problem whether randomization (cf. [3]) can help to 
construct heuristics for OSI with better (randomized) worst case ratio. 
I thank Zhongliang Yu for helpful discussions. 
I6 G.J. Woeginger 
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